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Does the cold womb speak to the warm vagina, are we meant to
be bound and knit into the body, so much so we do not seem to
belong, not to have any identity ever? The guess is not in
the mystification nor in the pontification of the “female” in
the eyes of society. Nor it it amongst the peering eyes of
manhood and by keeping them as some elusive or exclusive
superior race.
It
lies in the individuality and the
recognition of the self amongst all. For once let us not see
ourselves only through the wombs , the vaginas, or paling
breasts but only as having separate yet same voices. This
through which we can declare strongly enough to be defined as
all belonging to each other.
The time to be in categories of gender has long gone, it needs
to be attacked and discarded as worthless. These binaries and
super binaries that do not see women as individuals first but
use the safety net of phrases of gender are to be shot down
as fallacies. We have been honoured enough by given powerful
names by our ancestors. We have been given recognition for
sounding phrases strong. Enough of gendering, enough and more
than enough, it’s time to think ahead, as “you and me”, and
“we all”, “as all of us” that belong entirely to each other.
This will allow us to love unconditionally, to let go
unconditionally and remain forever within the societal
definitions of a “ wife” “mother” “ daughter” or “sister”. It
will thus also not negate the man as a “ husband” “ father” “
son” or “ brother” and bondages will only only grow stronger
and stronger. Such singular terms of unity therefore allows
one to outgrow force and coercion that often come within
societal relationships. The urge here I see to all of us

only as me and you and forget the male, female, alpha male,
alpha female etc.
The society will then accept
unconditionality in loving and wanting to be loved.
For once live only for you and me and forget all expectations
from each other, not because god says so, or you have
enlightened and seen Buddhahood, or emerged victorious from
the caves of inner meditation, but only because you truly and
truly believe in the selfhood of each person. Wombs will then
create the universe with its totality and spirit of mind.
Enjoy and embark in this unconditionality of living and
letting to live.

